PREFERRED APARTMENT
COMMUNITIES, INC.

Environmental
Management System
(EMS)
Preferred Apartment Communities, Inc., is aligned with ISO 14:0001 EMS framework to
plan, do, check, and act using our Data Management System (DMS) powered by
Measurabl.This document summarizes the relevant aspects of the EMS and their
relationship to Measurabl’s software and service methodology.
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Introduction
ABOUT PREFERRED APARTMENT COMMUNITIES, INC.
Preferred Apartment Communities, Inc. (NYSE: APTS) is a real estate investment trust engaged primarily
in the ownership and operation of Class A multifamily properties, with select investments in grocery
anchored shopping centers, Class A office buildings, and student housing properties. Preferred
Apartment Communities’ investment objective is to generate attractive, stable returns for stockholders by
investing in income-producing properties and acquiring or originating real estate loans for multifamily
properties.
Preferred Apartment Communities, Inc., started using Measurabl in March 2019.

ABOUT OUR EMS
We use Measurabl as our software platform to plan, do, check, and act to facilitate our environmental
management system. The infrastructure of Measurabl’s software and continuous improvement processes are
uniform and align with ISO 14001:2015 and the US EPA’s Environmental Management System:
Implementation Guide, Second Edition. As such, the EMS accounts for, routinized, controls, and monitors the
“Plan, Do, Check, Act” process that is core to any EMS, leveraging Measurabl's enterprise sustainability
software to do so.
An EMS is a set of processes, practices, and documentation that enables an organization to reduce its
environmental impacts and increase operating eﬃciency. We use Measurbal to track our goals, monitor
abnormal spikes in utility usage and enable our associates to maximize efficiencies at all of our owned assets.

Our EMS is executed using specific procedural and software capabilities activities as follows:
1. Planning + Monitoring
2. Data Capture + Quality Control
3. Dashboards + Reporting
4. Measurement + Verification
5. Benchmarking + Regulatory Compliance
These plans, procedures, and practices are described in detail in the following pages. Exhibits
provide supporting documentation, images, and workflow descriptions.

ABOUT MEASURABL
Measurabl is the world’s most widely adopted Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG)
software for corporations and commercial real estate. Nearly 9 billion square feet of commercial
property valued in excess of USD $2 trillion across 75 countries use Measurabl to measure,
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manage, report and act on ESG performance. ESG data is used to exceed tenant expectations,
comply with government regulation, and access capital markets.
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Planning + Monitoring

PLAN
DATA SETS
Measurabl’s platform enables Preferred Apartment Communities, Inc. to manage environmental
data both qualitative and quantitative. Data is injected via programmatic integrations with third
party databases and/or manual input/upload. The result is a catalogue of environmental
boundaries and performance which sets Preferred Apartment Communities, Inc. performance
baseline in the below key areas
● Organizational hierarchy: entity-level, business unit and/or fund-level, and asset-level
make-up, users/employees/3rd-party property managers
● Qualitative: asset meta-data, documentation, policies, objectives, projects with projected
and/or actual quantitative results, certifications, ratings, lifecycle stages, space/tenant
breakdown
● Quantitative data: e.g. utility meter readings, waste tonnage, weather, efficiency metrics
(occupancy), gross asset value, CO2e emissions, data coverage, peer benchmarking
performance
With visibility into these data sets, Preferred Apartment Communities, Inc. has set forth the
following practices reduce its environmental impacts and increase operating eﬃciency on a
regular basis, recorded in Measurabl.
● Quarterly data check review
● Project tracking
● Audit tracking

DO
On a regular basis Preferred Apartment Communities, Inc. creates a set of actions, including
monitoring utility abnormalities and that are tracked and monitored within the Measurabl system.
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CHECK + ACT
Performance against the action plan is monitored by automated daily logs of user activity in
Measurabl, and our account at the asset-, portfolio-, and entity-level across both qualitative and
quantitative data points (via notifications and Data Quality alerts).
We use Measurabl’s core reporting functions to report our data to external frameworks that
score our performance.
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Data Capture + Quality Control

DATA CAPTURE + QUALITY CONTROL
Preferred Apartment Communities, Inc. uses the following methods to capture, analyze, and
confirm EMS data.
DATA COLLECTION METHODS
● AUTOMATIED UTILITIES
○ Automated Energystar syncs.
Functionally, the entire process of activating, maintaining, and analyzing utility
data is conducted from within Measurabl. Utility accounts are setup with online
access to utility provider(s) online portal. Access is granted to asset-level
personnel Copies of the utility bill (PDF) are posted next to each meter reading
for deeper analysis, auditing, and verification purposes.
●

●

PDF invoice upload
For utility providers that don’t have online access to utility invoices, we upload a
PDF copy of the bill that was mailed to us directly into Measurabl. Measurabl
digitizing the invoice data, quality assures, and displays the meter-level data in
Measurabl. Copies of the utility bill (PDF) are posted next to each meter reading
for deeper analysis, auditing, and verification purposes.

MANUAL ENTRY
○ We have our team manually input bill data directly into the Measurabl platform
from our invoices as a part of our invoice payment process.
Functionally, we ensure each site is entered into the Measurabl platform with an
associated meter. When invoices are collected, we log into Measurabl to add the
meter reading with the respective time period, usage data, spend data, demand,
and demand spend.

●

BULK UPLOAD
○ We use a separate system to collect all of our invoice data and periodically
transfer into Measurabl via a bulk upload spreadsheet.
This process allows us to update our Measurabl system in bulk. With this
process, we fill out a .CSV spreadsheet to ensure all of our new sites are added
into the system. We then review our invoices and use the information to fill out a
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separate spreadsheet, with the meters and respectective meter readings, to add
this data in bulk.
For organizational boundary-setting purposes, every meter in Measurabl can be marked to
reflect (1) who pays for utility service and/or (2) what area/space of the building a meter serves
(e.g. common vs. tenant). This enables Measurabl to automatically calculate a range of
sustainability-related statistics like data coverage and scope 1, 2, or 3 emissions, as well as
enable more granular performance analysis.
Meters can also be marked as “renewable” meaning the energy consumption they represent
may have low/no carbon emissions. A full range of renewable meter types like on/off-grid solar
and wind are supported, as are environmental commodities like Renewable Energy Credits
(RECs). The number of utility accounts active can be viewed at anytime in Measurabl’s
dashboard.
An overview of our utility data capture and quality assurance features is in Exhibits 11-13.

QUALITY CONTROL
For data security and continuity, Measurabl has a series of protections to ensure the
uninterrupted feed of data into ESPM. For example, Measurabl meters cannot be overwritten
by manual data entry unless explicitly authorized. This prevents third parties from mistakenly
corrupting data.
DATA ANOMALIES
Measurabl performs both automated and manual reviews of your building and meter-level data.
Measurabl has a full suite of automated data validation tools that we apply to your entire
portfolio to look for outliers, year-over-year variances, and data gaps in your reporting for years
2012 to today.
DATA CHECK PROCESS
Measurabl assists in conducting a regular review of data collection practices, unresolved data
anomalies, gaps/overlaps, and data coverage. We then share these potential data issues and
go into detailed discussion during a Data Check call.
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Dashboards + Reporting

VISUALIZATIONS
Measurabl utilizes four levels of customizable data visualizations in support of organization-wide
environmental controls established by the EMS:
1. The software loads displaying a Portfolio Dashboard with “cards”, providing a high-level
“snapshot” view of portfolio-wide performance:
a. 24-month trailing energy usage
b. 24-month trailing water usage
c. 24-month trailing energy and water cost
d. Scope 1, 2, 3 carbon emissions
e. Asset allocation by property type
f. Peer benchmark score for energy, carbon, water and waste" instead.
2. From the Portfolio Dashboard, you can visit the “Portfolio Trends” page to see an
extensive set of customizable portfolio- and asset- level energy, water, carbon, waste,
peer benchmark, data coverage values and sustainability visualizations and ledgers:
a. Portfolio-level spend and consumption for electric, fuel, district, water, carbon
emissions, hazardous and non-hazardous waste, and waste disposal routes for
any time period (i.e. quarter, year) and any optional comparison time period (i.e.
previous year’s quarter, last year). Data can be filtered by property type,
location, year built, and size. Data coverage visualization is also available for all
charts.
b. Asset-level spend and consumption by building type, year-over-year, monthover-month, for electric, fuel, district, carbon, water, hazardous and nonhazardous waste, and waste disposal routes
c. Hovering over the points on the graph reveal absolute consumption/output
numbers for the respective metric
d. All data can be easily exported into Excel format with building and meter-level
details
3. Each asset has its own “Site Trends” area that provides, particularly property managers
and engineers, with extensive energy and sustainability visualizations and ledgers:
a. Asset-level spend and consumption, year-over-year, month-over-month, for
electric, fuel, district, water, carbon emissions, and waste
b. Occupancy rate, year-over-year, month-over-month
c. Hovering over points in the graphs reveal absolute consumption/output numbers
for the respective metric, and data coverage rates
d. Utility performance normalized by occupancy and/or weather
e. All data can be easily exported into Excel format with meter-level detail
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4. Each meter within a building has its own visualizations, including reading consistency,
gap and overlap charting, and ledgers:
a. Meter readings can be viewed over “full history”, as well as the last 24-, 12-, 6-,
3-, and 1-month periods
b. Tool tips reveal date ranges and age for individual meter readings
c. Gap and overlap overlays can be applied to allow for easy data quality analysis
d. Tables display individual meter reading dates, usage, and spend
e. All data can be easily exported into Excel format with meter reading-level detail
These four levels of graphical and ledger data visualization can be easily toggled between to
gain visibility into data quality and completeness across a whole portfolio, and down to
individual meter readings. All data is readily exportable at the push of a button for quality
assurance and post-processing. Users can be granted differentiated viewing permission at the
portfolio and asset-level.
Please see Exhibits 1-5 for screenshots.

AUTOMATED REPORTING
All data visualizations referenced above are automatically generated within Measurabl’s user
interface simply by visiting the relevant part of our software. You can export these data sets ondemand for post processing with the click of a button.
There is also a selection of on-demand reports:
● Data Quality Export report that exports all data for the portfolio, including site details, and
monthly meter-level usage data.
● Sustainability Reports for Portfolio and Sites
● Co2e Scope 1 and 2 emissions
Please see Exhibits 1-5 for screenshots.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING: GRESB, CDP, GRI
Disclosure of sustainability performance to/or in alignment with third party standards is a critical
component of the EMS both as it relates to the “Check” and “Act” phase. That’s because each
reporting standard supported by Measurabl comes with a rigorous set of data quality checks
unique to the idiosyncrasies of each standard, but which can catch systemic issues related to
the organization’s overall environmental performance and controls.
Accordingly, Measurabl is fully compatible with GRESB and the Climate Change CDP survey,
not merely quantitative components. Compatibility of our reporting tools and schema areas
maintained year round, as GRESB and/or CDP change, Measurabl changes while also
archiving the historical report formats and performance relative to those baselines, maintaining
data continuity and controls. This also eliminates the burden of maintenance and duplication of
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work for reporters. Finally, this enables exports of complete on-demand reports at any time turning reporting into an “always done, on demand" activity that supports the “Check” and
“Controls” components of the EMS.
An overview of reporting solutions are in Exhibit 14-16.
.
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Measurement + Verification
NORMALIZATION
In order to control and monitor organizational performance in accordance with the EMS, it must
be placed into context. That means adjusting for variances in weather and building occupancy
to get a clear understanding of actual performance to the baseline using the following
normalizations:
● By occupied square feet Measurabl supports building-level occupancy normalization of
energy and water performance using ESPM data points, and additional data points held
in its own system such as historical changes in occupancy and an assumed base
building energy usage (if actual base usage is unavailable).
● By weather/or degree days Measurabl supports building-level weather normalization of
energy and water performance using ESPM data points, and additional data points
stored in its own system such as heating and cooling degree days for Degreedays.net
which are continuously updated.
An example of normalizations is in Exhibit 1-5.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING
Energy, water, waste projects are the cornerstone of the “Act” phase of the EMS. Subscribers
use Measurabl to plan, implement, and monitor these initiatives and interventions at the assetand portfolio-level. Data points stored related to ECMs/audits include:
1. Name
2. Type (14 different project types ranging from systems commissioning to waste tracking
to transportation)
3. Scope (whole, common, tenant, exterior areas of the building)
4. Cost
5. Project lifetime
6. Project description, objectives, targets: includes expected annual savings in dollars and
usage/emissions/waste
7. Status (pending, approved, rejected)
8. Impact (metrics include energy (all types), water, waste, transportation)
9. Service providers/vendors (name, role)
10. Documentation (via file upload)
An unlimited number and variety of projects can be tracked at the asset and portfolio-level.
Access to enter this information can be granted to any number of third parties, including service
providers. ECMs are loaded using a form that validates all entries to ensure no required data
points are missing, or information erroneously entered for data quality control.
An example of conservation measure support is in Exhibits 6, 14-15.
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Benchmarking + Regulatory Compliance

MANDATORY BENCHMARKING AND DISCLOSURE:
TRACKING
Identifying and ensuring processes are in place to satisfy regulatory requirements is a core
component of the EMS. Measurabl tracks all regulatory compliance regimes in North America
for Energy and Water Disclosure. Measurabl is able to identify buildings exposed to one or more
of the requirements
An example of our regulatory compliance capabilities is in Exhibit 16.

ENERGY STAR CERTIFICATION
Measurabl continuously monitors the ESPM score of all assets and alerts the Subscriber and
designated Site Manager to those buildings eligible for certification, or which require recertification. Measurabl is an ENERGY STAR Partner.
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Exhibit 1

DASHBOARDS AND VISUALIZATIONS - Portfolio Overview
Home page “cards” provide a snapshot of portfolio-wide performance.
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Exhibit 2

DASHBOARDS AND VISUALIZATIONS - Portfolio Trends
Trends show asset-type comparisons over time and reveal raw data/statistics. Underlying data
can be exported.
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Exhibit 3

DASHBOARD AND VISUALIZATIONS - Filtering
Trends can be filtered by property type, location, year built, and size.
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Exhibit 4

DASHBOARD AND VISUALIZATIONS - Building Level
Asset-level visualizations allow comparisons across multiple EMS controls metrics at one time,
including occupancy and weather normalizations which provide context relative to baseline
performance.
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Exhibit 5

DASHBOARD AND VISUALIZATIONS - Meter Level
Meter level visualizations allow easy detection of gaps, overlaps, and meter reading continuity
over time. Utility bills are posted next to the corresponding meter readings for easy download,
verification, and auditing.
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Exhibit 6

PORTFOLIO LEVEL REPORT - Asset Filtering
Assets can be filtered/sorted against a range of EMS control criteria.
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Exhibit 7

GROUPS
Groups and Subgroups support an unlimited number of organizational segmentations (e.g. by
fund, by region) and user relationships. Groups are used to set organizational boundaries.
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Exhibit 8

GRESB - PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
The GRESB reporting process is fully automated. Accuracy and granularity can be parsed
across a variety of metrics corresponding to EMS controls, policies, and documentation.
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Exhibit 9

GRESB - PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Performance Indicators calculations are rendered on the fly to adjust to organizational
boundaries.
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Exhibit 10

SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING - QUALITATIVE DATA
Measurabl’s surveys track a variety of performance criteria, documentation, and quantitative
data. They generate gap analysis and alerts that highlight potential gaps between EMS
objectives and baseline.
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Exhibit 11

UTILITY DATA AUTOMATION - ENERGY STAR PROFILE
SYNC
Property profiles are synced and harmonized between ENERGY STAR and Measurabl,
including site characteristics like floorspace, year built, and address.
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Exhibit 12

SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING - DATA QUALITY EXPORT
Meter-level details are exportable for every asset across all-time to do custom post-processing
or data quality checks.
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Exhibit 13

MEASUREMENT + VERIFICATION - CONVERSATION
MEASURES
A large array of project and audit types are supported at the asset and portfolio level.
Documentation and other project meta-data are discoverable for auditing, verification, and data
continuity purposes.
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Exhibit 14

MEASUREMENT + VERIFICATION - CONVERSATION
MEASURES
All project-relevant data is stored including status, scope, vendor(s), contractor(s), targets, ROI,
documentation. Projects are aggregated into reports automatically and statistics calculated on
the fly. Projects can be segmented at the asset and portfolio-level.
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Exhibit 15

BENCHMARKING + REGULATORY COMPLIANCE ORDINANCE TRACKING/ALERTS
Measurabl tracks and alerts Subscribers to all North American compliance regulations.
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Exhibit 16

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
Measurabl allows group managers and site managers access to the data that is relevant to
them. Group Managers can oversee project statuses and site performance to engage site
managers in EMS related activities.
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